ADEPT and related concepts.
Antibody-based therapy has attracted interest because of its potential to improve selectivity. But the limitations of antibodies as delivery systems are well known and the objective of restricting action to tumor sites requires additional means. The ADEPT concept introduced two components, enzyme and prodrug, that have the advantage that they can be secondarily manipulated to augment the selectivity of the primary delivery systems. An antibody-enzyme conjugate (AEC) is no more selective as a delivery system than antibody itself and total catalytic capacity in tumor, plasma, and nontumor tissues is a function not only of concentration but also of volume. It is pointless giving a prodrug that is promptly activated by enzyme in blood. The ability to inactivate or clear plasma enzyme (PENCIL) by an antibody directed at its active site and modified to have low potential to penetrate the tumor is one of several ways of improving partition of enzyme between tumor and nontumor. A second opportunity for manipulation arises from structural differences between prodrug and active drug and the potential of enzymes to exploit that difference. However effective the enzyme delivery system, some leakage of active drug into plasma is likely and active drug access to hemopoietic tissues is dose limiting. An enzyme for which the active drug, but not the prodrug, is substrate, and which is conjugated to a macromolecule, is proposed. Some thymidylate synthetase inhibitors suggest themselves as ready agents for use in this intravascular inactivation of active drug (IVIAD). This approach is an alternative to inactivation of plasma enzyme. AECs may also be used advantageously in the context of antimetabolites used with rescue agents.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)